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CONF lDENTIAL 
SUMMARY 
This report covers tests of a 2" diameter model of the 7.2" 
Chemical Rocket to determine its performance and possible means 
of increasing stability and reducing dispersion. 
The rocket was tested with the two ori gina! tai.lsJ the ring 
tail designated herein as No. 6i and the ring tail with extended 
fins designated No. 62. Three other tail designs were tested 
designated No. 63J No. 67J and No . 68. Of theseJ No . 67 was the 
only one that produced results superior to the No. 6i and No. 62 
designs This No. 67 Tail has extended fins similar to Tail 
No 62 and projects beyond the nozzle about one diameter Details 
of these tails are given in Figure i2 . 
Tail No 62 gave a restoring moment 50% greater than Tail 
No. 6iJ and Tail No 67 gave a restoring moment 45% greater than 
Tail No. 62J both values being for 5° yaw . It is believed that 
Tail No 67 represents about the best that can be done in re-
designing the tailJ as it produced a fairly high momentJ a very 
large center-of-pressure eccentrici t y, and only one of the five 
tails tested has a lower drag coefficie~t 
In this connection it should be noted that all the tails 
tested gaveJ without exceptionJ adequate stability tc the pro-
jectile to insure satisfactory flight after burning is completed. 
ThereforeJ the only benefi t to be obtained from an increase in 
t he stability above that produced by the original ring tai l 
(No. 6i) must come from whatever reduction it might effect in 
the dispersion occurring during the burning of the propellent 
Calculation of the period of oscillation of the projectile 
in flightJ and the equivalent wave lengthJ makes possible a 
comparison of projectile performance from the standpoint of 
dynamic stability It can be shown thatJ for rockets with long 
burning timesJ the shorter the wave length for a given projectileJ 
the less will be the dispersion Using this measure of dis-
persionJ Tail No . 67 would be expected to produce iS% less dis-
persion than Tail No . 62J and Tail No 62J i8% less than Tail 
No 6i 
This investigation leads to the conclusion that the No 6iJ 
No . 62J and No . 67 Tails will give a high degree of staiic 
stability and it is improbable that much more can be accomplished 
by a redesign of the tail It is also a fact that the dynamic 
stability of the projectile cannot be materially improved if its 
present physical dimensions are to be retained . Th9 conclusion 
mustJ thereforeJ be reached that the most effective means of 
lowering the dispersion of this rocket is by reducing the mal-
alignment of the je: with the axis of the projectile and elimin-
ating as far as possible asymmetry in the tail assembly 
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WATER TUNNEL TESTS 
OF THE 
7 2" CHEMICAL ROCKET 
c-o:N;: I g ENTI Al 
This report covers Water Tunnel tests of a 2" diameter model 
of the 7.2" Chemical Rocket) conducted at the J1ydraulic Machinery 
Laboratory of the California Institute of Technology . This work 
was done at the request of the Chief of Ordnance under their 
existing NDRC Project at thrs laboratory The purpose of the tests 
was to determine the performance of the rocket with different tail 
designs in order to findJ if possible) the cause of the excessive 
lateral dispersion observed with this projectile Complete tests 
were conducted on models wrth the t wo tail designs submitted andJ 
alsoJ on three additional designs embodying modifications that 
were thought to be advantageous 
The report includes curves showing performance character-
rstics andJ alsoJ flow drawings made in the Polarized Light FlumeJ 
all of which are discussed in detail All drawings refer to the 
model of the prototype based on a scale ratio of 3 6 
Appendix "A" gives definitions of the terms used in this 
report as well as a brref discussion of the re~uired conditions 
for stability in a projectile. 
Appendix "B . gives a descript1on of the Characteristic Chart 
which shows the relative performance of the proJeCtile with each 
of the tails tested . 
DESCRIPTION OF PROJECTIL~ 
The photographs) Figures to 4J show the models wr th the 
two original tail designs Figures 5 to iO show three other tail 
designs that were tested figure i1 is a detarl drawrng of the 
complete model and figure 12 gives details of the five tail de -
signs 
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FIGURE 1- MODEL NITH TAIL NO . 61 
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FIGURE 4 
TAIL NO. 62 
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TAIL NO. 63 
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PHYSICAL DATA FOR PROTOTYPE 
Diameter 
Length from nose to end of nozzle 
To t al weight excluding propellent 
nnd i gniter 
Explos ive charge 
Assumed specif ic gravity of explosive 
7 . 2" 
45. 2 5" 
47 . 90 lbs 
i 9. 5 1 bs 
i. 55 
CONFIDENT IAL 
~-~- distance from nose i7.70" or 0.39i L 
Moment of inertia about C G. calculated 65 7 lb ft 2 
for above total weight 
Radius of gyration i4.0 inches 
An effort was made to produce a satisfactory tail without 
the projec ting finsJ butJ as the fol l owing discussion will showJ 
this result was not attained . Tail No . 67 i s quite similar to 
thP original No 62 TailJ with the exception of i t s location 
As will be seenJ this tail exten ds beyon d th e end of the nozzle 
, little more than one diameter. Th i s overhang increases the 
;tabili ty materially and it is believed will result in no serious 
interferenc e with the jet 
PERFORMANC E CHARACTERISTICS 
In Figu re i3 are shown performance curves for the rocket 
with five different tail assemblies 'ill?se curves give the 
variation of the dragJ cross forceJ and moment coefficients) 
and, also, the center-of-pr ess ure eccentricity with different 
y<w angles It is seen that all of the models t es te d have a 
h1gh degree of stabilityJ as shown by the large values of the 
n P eccentricity and moment coefficient. 
Of the two designs originally submittedJ Tail No . 62 gives 
"1 much higher moment coefficient due to its greater outside 
~iameter and the larger fin areaJ both of whichJ however J r e sult 
1n some increase in drag . Of the new tails testedJ No 67 i s 
thn one that p roduced he best results At 5° yaw this tail gave 
1 r•storing moment abou t 45% greater than the No . 62 Tail and an 
111Crease of about 20% in the C.P. eccentricity Tail No. 62J at 
0 yawJ gave 50% greater restori ng momen t than Tail No . 6i and 
Jbo,It the same C . P. eccentric ity . 
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figure 14 shews the mo[llent coefficient f or th e five t u.ils 
plotted against thP C . P. eccentricity . ThPse curves in dicate 
thP rE'lative merits of the various rlesigns frcrr: the s t ondpuint 
ct static stability . On this ba~is, the pro j ectile having the 
~rectes t restoring mom1nt ocd th o l~rJest canter-of- pressure 
..-. c c E' r t r i c i t y is t h P mo ,. t '> t ,, b l ~· . 
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FIG. 15 
C. G. DISTANCES ARE FOR A CHARuE 
OF 19.!5 LBS . OF POWDER 
HAVING A SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
OF 1.55 . 
C. P. LOCATIONS ARE FOR 4° YAW 
ANGLE . 
SEE FIG. 12 FOR TAIL DETAIL::. 
ft'1UIH 15 shows outlin s of th<• !'rOJE'Ctile with thP h·re 
t'ltl iesiqn~L This gives che ove~rnll length, thE center-of-
qrovity locntior., and the cnnte>r-of-presf;ure locotton for n yow 
of 4 ·i8;rers . The cE=>nter of qra'llty hns bf'en cr.lc1!l'ltPd foro 
19.5 lb.'!. r.. charge havinq a spfccific qravity of i.·SS. ThP 
center-of-(;ravity locatior. will, of course, chan0e with the 
watqht and specific gro?ity of the charge . AP examination of 
ft'JUIE' i<: shows that the CPnter of pressurP wtth Trnl No. 67 
rrmnins prnctically in the same posi tioP rt::' thE> ya\v chan'JeS 
wt.ilc: wtth the other ta t ls the C . P . shifts forward, reduc:inJ thn 
r: .P . eccPntiicity with increasinCJ yow . 
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The Charac teri stic ChartJ Fi<;ure i 6J provides anolh~r mf•ans 
of cc~paring the performance of the projectile with different 
tail des i uns. Thi s chart shows the drag coefficient) th<? C . P. 
eccentricity) the rate o: change of momen tJ and thP ya'.'' an<Jle. 
He r e J aqainJ Tail No . 67 is shown to be superior to the othPr 
designs as it gives a low drag coeff i cient; th e rnomE-nt coefficient 
per degree of yaw remain ~ practically constant and is greater 
than that with the other tai lsJ alsoJ it gives th~'> grea t est 
C.P . eccentrici t y . 
Tail No . 67 has only four fins and no fins at all within the 
shroud ringJ when•as Tail No. 62 ha s fot.:r fin!'. outside of the 
sh roud and four fins within the shroud . This difference in 
design no doubt accoun t s for most of t he re~uction in drag 
ob t ained with the No. 67 Tail. 
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TAIL NO. 62 
F iGURE 18 
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Figures 17 to 22 are drawings made from observations of the 
modf,l il' tl f Polarized Light flume with the five ta1 l designs. 
It is seen that the hemispherical nose causes only a slight 
iisturbnnce of the flow. At the junction of the afterbody and 
the boom some disturbance is noticeable and this increases with 
t he yn w a n g l e . 
The disturbance aft of the tail seems to be about the same 
for all tails and is probably due pr i marily to the S'{uare end of 
the nozzle The most noticeable difference in flow for the five 
tn1l designs is in the amount of fluid deflected through the 
shroud ring The greatest flow appears to be passing through 
the No 67 TailJ probably due largely to the absence of fins and 
no blocking effect of the nozzle within the ring This greater 
flow, no doubt, contributes much to the increase in moment 
produced by this tail, although the extra length of this design 
is also a factor in increasing the moment. 
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DYNAMIC STABILITY 
In studying the problem of reducing the dispersion of pro-
jectiles it is evident that static stability is not the only 
factor to be considered. The period of oscillation of the 
projectile appears to have a decided effect on the dispersion> 
the relationship being> the shorter the period> the less the 
dispersion. As E'1uation (5) shows the wave length to be independent 
of the velocity> it would be more desirable to use the wave length 
instead of the period in considering the effect of oscillation on 
dispe rsion . Expressing the wave length in terms of projectile 
length gives a measure of dynamic stability that is useful in 
comparing the performance of different p rojectiles This '1Uantity> 
S/L> or the ratio of wave length to projectile length> might be 
called th e parameter of dynamic stability> its value be1ng given 
by E'1ua t ion ( 6 ) . 
PERIOD OF OSCILLATION AND WAVE LENGTH 
The period of oscillation of yaw> after burning> can be 
calculated by the following fundamental equation for harmonic 
motion : 
T 
in which 
,.lr;r 
. ~ -;0 
T period of oscillation> seconds 
( i) 
I moment of inertia of projectile about the center 
of g ra vi t y > 1 b f t 2 
M moment about the C G > ft lbs 
(It is assumed that M varies directly with the angle 
of yaw) 
\jlo = angle of yaw> radians 
It should be borne in mind that the ratio M/wo w1ll be 
negat1ve for a stable projectile because M and Wo must have 
oppos1te signs for stability The expTession under the rad1cal 
will> therefore> be pos1tive and T w1ll have a real value If 
the projectile is not stable, M/wo will be pos1tive> the expression 
under the rad1cal will be negative> and Twill be imaginary 
CONFIDENT IAL 
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The value of the moment can be found fron the equat ion for 
the moment coefficient as follows: 
where 
M 
eM A L W V2 
2 g 
(2) 
eM moment coefficient obtained from tunnel tes ts. 
A area of cross section of projec tile) sq ft. 
L length of projectile) ft. 
W specific weight of the flui d (air) in pounds per cu ft. 
V velocity of projecti le) ft per sec 
g acceleration of gravi ty . 
Subs ti tuting this value o f M in the equation for T and 
expressing the angle of yaw in de~rees ('If) instead o f radians 
('lfo) J we obtain 
or 
T 
0.035 I 
eM A L W 
"' 
The wave len gth) SJ is then found from the formula 
s V T 
s 
0 035 I 
eM A L W 
"' 
( 3) 
( 4) 
( 5) 
The wave length in terms of p r ojectile length isJ from 
Equa t ion ( 5) 
s 
L 
0 . 035 I 
-----
eM A LsW 
"' 
CALCULATION OF PERIOD AND WAVE LENGTH 
(6) 
By means of equations (3) and (4) the period for one complete 
oscillation and the corresponding wave length can be calculated) 
CO NF IDENTIAL 
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using the following values for the properties of the J:TOjflctile:; 
I 65.7 lb ft 2 This value for the moment of inertia 
was calculated for a charge of i9. 5 lbs of <:>xplosiv•· 
having a specific gravity of i . 55, the propellent and 
igniter not included. 
V 720 ft per sec Th i s is t he velocity after burning 
taken from the NDRC report referred to above 
L 3.77 ft 
A 0.283 S':J: ft . 
W = 0. 07 5 1 bs per c u t t for a i r 
The slopes of the moment coefficient curves are grven by 
the following figures taken from the curves in r1qure i3 
Tail No Yaw (\If) 
6i 0 i6 007 
62 -0 i8 .o 03 
67 ·0. 22 -0.04 
Substituting these values in the above equations the following 
values for period and wave length are obtained 
To i 1 No Period (T) ,Sec Wave Length, rt Wave Length in 
Terms of Pro-
jectile I,ength 
6i 0 32R 236 62 5 L 
62 0 268 192 Si l L 
67 0 230 166 43 7 I. 
DISPERS ON AND OSCILIAT ON 
It is possible thai the lateral displacement of the prcjectlle 
~ue to oscillation m1ght be one of the causes of disperRron In 
0rder to arr1ve at the magnrtude of this effect the moxtMum Latern 
~isplacement from the mean trajectory has been ~alculatRd for tha 
ost:i llating projectile This will be Equivaler.t to th<=> madrrum 
r j lS p8I310n •Jue to th 13 '"'lUS8 
The rraximum laterrJl drsplacement of an oscrllrJtin q prc..j<:>cttl8 
frorr~ its rrtP.lJ.n trajectory is exprP.ssed by th~~ follo'NlnJ P'11Jr.+10n 
CONFIDENTIAL 
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(7) 
Substituting in Equation (7) the values £or the cross force 
and moment coefficients as given in Appendix A, we obtain 
Cc I IJfo 
Ymax= -----
Wp ~ L 
in wh i ch 
Ymax= maximum lateral displacement, feet. 
Cc cross force coefficient corresponding to IJfo · 
( 8) 
CM restoring moment coeffic i en t c orresponding to \j/0 . 
Wp weight of projectile, lbs . 
IJio maximum yaw angle, radians . 
I moment of inertia of the projectile about its C. G. , lb ft 2 
L length of projectile , ft 
Using the formula (8) and ass uming the maximum yaw angle to 
be 5°, the maximum displacement ca n be calculated for the projectile 
fitted with the five different tails Th e values for the cross 
force and moment coefficients given below were taken from the 
performance curves 1n Figure i3 . 
Tai 1 No Moment Coefficient Cross Force Coefficient Ymax• ft. 
eM Cc 
61 0 088 0. 28 O . iO 
62 -0 i32 0.4i O . iO 
63 
-0 072 0. 28 O.i2 
67 .0 i9 0.49 0.08 
68 -0 i26 0. 48 O . i2 
It is believed these calculations give approximately correct 
values for the maximum displacement resulting from the oscillation 
of the projectile From the above it is evident that dispersion 
CONFIDENTIAL 
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due to oscillation is negligible in this case and that the excessive 
dispersion noted with this projectile must be attributed to other 
causes. 
DISPERSION AND BURNING TIME 
An extensive investigation has been mode of the various factors 
affecting the dispersion of rockets> the results of which are given 
in the NDRC Armor and Ordnance Report No A~64> Division 3> en-
titled> "The Effects of Fin Size> Burning Time> and Projector Length 
on the Accuracy of Rockets." This report shows that> for rockets 
having mololignment of the jet> practically the entire effect on 
dispersion is produced within the time equal to the period of 
oscillation of the projectile and is roughly proportional to the 
burning time if this is l8ss than the period If the burning 
time exceeds the period> very l1ttle additional effect on the 
dispersion results during this additional time. In other words> 
it may be said that practically the entire effect on dispersion 
is produced in the distance equal to one- half wove length for 
one complete cycle of oscillation If the burning distance is 
greater than this half wave length> very little addittonal effect 
on dispersion results . 
The report just referred to gives the following data per-
taining to this rocket 
Velocity after burning ceases 
Time at which burning ceases 
Burnin g distance 
720 X 0.47 
2 
720 ft per sec 
0.47 sec 
i 69 f t . 
As noted previously in this report> the period of one 
oscillation of yaw> (T)> and the corresponding half wave length> 
(S/2)> for the projectile fitted with the No . 61. No 62> and 
No. 6 7 Tails are as follows 
With Tai 1 No 6i T 0 328 sec s 11.8 feet. 
2 
With Tai 1 No . 62 T 0 . 268 sec s 96 feet 
2 
With To i 1 No. 67 T .: 0 .230 sec s 83 feet 
2 
These figures show that th8 half wove length for the rocket 
fitted with the three toils noted varies from 50% to 70% of the 
burning distanc"' Tt is evident that this ncconnts, to some 
extent> for the better pe;rformnnce of the No 62 Fin Tail and it 
is logical to expect that the No . 67 Tail would further decrease 
the disp e rsion . 
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It should not be forgotten that these s t atements rest on the 
assumption that the burning time and jet alignment remain unaffected 
by these changes. It naturally follows from th i s study that a 
decrease in thP burning time, other factors remaining constant, 
will decrease the dispersion. 
CONCLUSIONS 
An analysis of the data herein leads to t he conclu sion t hat, 
from the standpoint of both static and dynamic stability, the 
No 67 Tail design gives the best performan ce a n d t hat the No 62 
design is considerably better than t he No. 6:1. design. Tak in g the 
wave length as the measure of dispersion , t h e No 67 Ta i l wou ld 
be expected to produce iS% less dispersion tha n the No. 62 Tail 
and the No 62 Tail i8% less than the No 6 :1. Ta i l. 
In considering the factors that affect dispersion the following 
statements appear to be justified when a pplied t o r ock e t s havi n g 
no malalignment of the jet · 
(a) The shorter the period of oscilla t ion, the less t he 
dispersion 
(b) The shorter the wave length for one compl e t e oscil l ation ) 
in terms of projectile length) the less th e d i spersion 
(c) The effect of the physical proper ti es o f the pro j ecti l e 
on dispersion is disclosed by an examina t ion of 
Equation (6) In order to reduce dispers i on the value 
of S/L must be decreased This can be don e in the 
following ways. 
(i) Reduce the moment of iner t ia 
(2) Increase the moment coeff i cient 
(3) Increase the diameter or length 
Si nee 
determined 
variation) 
increasing 
the moment of inertia, diameter, and length are 
by the original design and are not subject to much 
the only means left for bettering performance is 
the moment coefficient by redesign of the tail 
In the NDRC Report No A- i64 above referred to) the following 
statement is mGde regarding tail design in its relation to dis-
persian 
"In casr:>s in which the projector length is less than 
one - fifth of th<? burning rtistanceJ the results (of the analysis) 
may be roughly summarized as follows fins of such size as to 
make the pRriod of vib1ation equal to the burning time decrease 
the dispr:>rsinn t(J obout 70 percent of the dispersion with no fins) 
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or~ more rigorously~ with fins just large enough to give the 
rocket neutral stability. For fins of greater size the dispersion 
is roughly proportional to the period of oscillation in free 
flight produced by the fins." 
The superior performance of the No 67 Tail design with its 
large restoring moment illustrates what can be done by altering 
the tail to increase the moment coefficient and center-of-pressure 
eccentricity. As these two values are now 1uite high~ it is 
believed little more can be done to better the performance by a 
change in the tail design 
will 
time 
For rockets having malalignment of the jet the dispersion 
be affected by the amount of the malalignment and the burning 
It~ therefore~ appears that 
(d) The dispersion is directly proportional to the amount of 
malalignment of the jet 
(e) The dispersion is~ roughly~ directly proportional to the 
burning time within the interval equal to the period of 
oscillation If the burning continues beyond this time 
little additional effect on the dispersion will result . 
From paragraphs (d) and (e) it follows that the dispersion 
can be lowered by reducing the malalignmen t of the jet and by 
shortening the burning time If it is n ot practicable to shorten 
the burning time an equivalent effect can be obtained by reducing 
the period of oscillation qowever~ shortening the period 
primarily for the purpose of reducing dispersion due to oscillation 
would not be justliied as dispersion from this cause has been 
shown to be negligible in this case. 
In summing up the results of this investigation it is seen 
that the restoring momentJ the center - of -p ressure eccentricity) 
the l ateral displacement due to oscillation) and the burning time 
are all favorable to a low dispersion. It mustJ therefore~ be 
concluded that any excessive dispersion is due to other causesJ 
the most probable being malalignment of the jet or asymmetry of 
the tail In connection with the former it is interesting to note 
the following statement taken from the NDRC No A-i64 Report 
"The inaccuracy of rockets arises primarily from the failure 
of the axis of the jet to pass through the center of mass of the 
projectile. This causes the rocket to rotateJ during burningJ 
about an axis through the center of mass perpendicular to the 
trajectory) with the result that the direction of thrust of the 
motor is changed from its initial direction as determined by the 
orientation of the rails . " 
Jet malalignment may be due not only to physical malalignment 
of the nozzleJ butJ alsoJ to non-uniform velocity distribution 
r.nNF I DFNT I .\1 
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wi thtn 
t h r or: t 
th8 iet ':l'l" to 
20 
SP.nfl ration; 
3rction of 
shock waves; 
the nozzle 
etc within the 
'"'< inror.'Jncr r,f r<<lUCl'HJ; as f11r as possible, any asymm!'·tr{ 
ir the tail '15',f',"bly '=.'lnnr,t b0 over emph<1sized This asymmetry 
~reduces a rrns5 tnrc~ which with a non rotating projectile; 
r<"sul+ 1n" 1-1~' If! on.- 'llrP.ction only; thus i nrcreas i ng the 
disp<>rsion 
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APPENDIX A 
DEFINITIONS 
YAW ANGLE 
The angle which the axis of the model makes with the 
direction of flow. Looking down on the model, yaw angles in 
CONFIDENTIAL 
a counter-clockwise direction are negative (-) and in a clock-
wise direction, positive (+). 
MOMENTS 
Moments tending to rotate the model in a counter-clockwise 
direction (when looking down on the model) are negative (-), 
and those causing clockwise rotation, positive (+). 
In accordance with this sign convention a moment has a de-
stabilizing effect when it has the same sign as the yaw angle . 
In all model tests the moment is measured about the point 
of support . 
Moments about the center of gravity have the symbol, Meg· 
DRAG 
The force, in pounds, exerted on the model parallel with 
the direct ion of flow 
CROSS FORCE 
The force, in pounds, exerted on the model normal to the 
d1rection of flow A positive cross force is defined as one 
acting in the same direction as the displacement of the projectile 
nose for a positive yaw . 
"lORMAL COMPONENT 
The sum of the components of the drag and cross force acting 
normol to the axis of the model . The value of the normal com·-
ponent is given by the following : 
N = (D sin W + C cos W) 
in which 
N Normal component in lbs 
D Drag in lbs 
c Cross force in lbs 
\II Yaw angle in degrees 
f'/Hl l:' l n Cl.I TI AI 
CON FIDENTIAL A-2 
CENTER OF PRESSURE 
The point in the axis of the model at which the resultant 
of all forces acting on the model is applied. This has the 
symbol (CP). 
CENTER-OF-PRESSURE ECCENTRICITY 
The distance between the center of pressure (CP) and the 
center of gravity (CG) expressed as a decimal fraction of the 
length (L) of the model . The center-of-pressure eccentricity 
(e) is derived as follows: 
e 
in which 
e 
i 
L 
Center-of-pressure 
Length of model in 
Distance from nose 
Distance from nose 
eccentricity 
feet 
of projectile to CG in feet 
of projectile to CP in feet 
COEFFICIENTS 
The three force coefficients used are derived as follows: 
in which 
CONFIDENTI AL 
D 
Drag coefficient> co = 
v2 
p 
2 
c 
Cross force coefficient> Cc v2 
p 
2 
M 
Moment Coefficient> eM 
v2 
p 
2 
D Measured drag force in lbs 
C Measured cross force in lbs 
p 
w 
g 
Density of the fluid in slugs/cu ft 
Specific weight of the fluid in lbs/cu ft 
Acceleration of gravity in ft/sec 2 
Area in sq ft of a cross section at the cylindrical 
portion of the projectile taken normal to the geo-
metric axis of the projectile 
V Mean relative velocity between the water and the 
projectile in ft/sec 
A 3 
M moment in foot-lbs measured about any particular 
point on the geometric axis of the projectile 
L overall length of the projectile in feet 
GENERAL DISCUSSION 
CONFIDENTIAL 
The curves of force and moment coefficients and of center-
of-pressure distance plotted as functions of the yaw angle are 
useful for a discussion of the stability of projectiles Since 
these tunnel tests are mode under steady flow conditions, the 
results will only indicate the tendency of the projectile to 
return to or move away from the e'{uilibrium position after a 
disturbance Adoptiny aerrdynnmi<' ll'",nue, n projectile is snid 
to be "statically" stnble it t t l•>ncic to rPtnrn to e1uil1hrium 
when disturbed. In the discussion of static stability the 
octual motion followiny the perturbation is not considered at 
all. In fact, a projectile may oscillate about the equilibrium 
position without ever remaining in 1t In this case the pro-
jectile would be statically stable even though "dynamically" 
unstable For a complete rliscussinn of the mode of motion to 
be expected followin<J a perturbolil~n, the 'dynnmic" stability, 
additional information is necessary 
The condition for e0uilibrium is satisfied if CMJ calculated 
about the CG is equal to zero In general) for projectiles with 
axial symmetry the moment is zero at \V = 0°, so that for equi-
librium the projectile is oriented with its axis parallel to the 
direction of motion If the projectile is rotated from the 
equilibrium position so as to give it a posit1ve yaw angle) it 
is necessary that it have a negative moment coefficient, according 
to the sign convention adopted, in order that it be statically 
stable Thus, a negatfve slope of the curve, CM, vs ~ corres-
ponds to static stability ) and a positive slope corresponds to 
instability The deg1ee of stability or instability is indicated 
by the magnitude of the slope The some conclusions are obtained 
by interpreting the center of- pressure curves For symmetrical 
projectiles, if the cente1 of pressure falls behind the center of 
<Jravity, a restoring moment exists and the piojectile is statically 
stable If the CP lies ahead of the CG, the moment is non-restoring 
and the projectile is stnlicnlly ltnstable The degree of stability 
or instability is inrl1catPrl by the distnnce between the center of 
gravity and center of pressure 
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APPENDIX B 
DESCRIPTION OF CHARACTERISTIC CHART 
The attached curve sheet shows typical curves for drag and 
moment coefficients and, also, center-of-pressure eccentricity, 
all varying with the yaw angle . Two cases have been assumed, 
indicated by the subscripts (i) and (2) These curves are 
selected merely to illustrate method of plotting the chart and 
do not represent data on the projectile discussed in this report. 
In order to obtain a better visualization of the performance 
indicated by the curves mentioned above, the "Characteristic 
Chart", shown at the bottom of the sheet, has been devised In 
this chart the drag coefficient, c0 , is first plotted against the 
CP eccentricity, e On this c0 curve are points opposite which 
are figures indicating the yaw angle, ~ This c0 curve shows 
the variation in drag and CP eccentricity with yaw angle . Also, 
the position of the curve at the right or left of the vertical 
axis ( + e or - e) indicates whether or not the projectile is 
stable or unstable, in other words, whether the CP lies aft or 
forward of the center of gravity. 
On this same chart is plotted the quantity eM/~ which gives 
an indication of the change in the moment coefficient, CM, with 
varying yaw angle. This is done by dividing the CM by the yaw 
in degrees and plotting thes e values, CM/~, to a suitable scale, 
horizontally from the points representing the yaw angle (For each 
yaw angle the zero for the CM/~ scale is at the c0 curve) 
The "Charac teristi c Chart" is useful as it gives a fairly 
complete picture of the variation of three important character-
istics of the projectile with changes in yaw angle It is seen 
that Case i has much less increase in drag than.Case 2 Also, 
that the CP eccentricity in Case i increases with the yaw and 
is posi tive, and therefore, tends to in crease stability In 
addit1on to this, the CM is increasing a t an increasing rate, 
indicating a proportional increase 1n restoring moment with 
increasing yaw angles . This is an additional stabilizing factor 
In Case 2 the opposite characteristics of Case i are in-
dicated Here: there is a greater increase in drag with increase 
in yaw; also, the CP eccentricity, which is n egative, increases 
with the yaw, thus tending to decrease stability The change 
in moment coefficient occurs at a decreasing rate, indicating a 
propor tional decrease in restoring moment with increasing yaw. 
This is a destabi li z in g factor 
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